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On W ednesday 7th December, Sue Unerman (Chief
Strategy Officer at MediaCom) and Kathryn Jacob

(CEO at Pearl & Dean) joined us at a breakfast event at
MediaCom to introduce their new book The Glass Wall.

Sue and Kathryn addressed some of the assumptions and miscommunications holding

women back in the workplace and provided clear, smart and easy-to-apply strategies for
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success.

This talk has attracted individuals at all levels from graduates (early adopters) through to

Commercial Directors and CEO’s (influencers).

SUE AND KATHRYN’S TIPS TO SMASH THE GLASS WALL

Observe how the men around you behave. Don’t let yourself be left behind because they

self-promote more aggressively than you do. If the culture doesn’t work for you, find a

place where you can thrive.

Speak up. There are many things to fear in life, meetings are not one of them. If you never

fail, you’re never going to learn anything.

Talk your manager’s language. If you’re proposing an idea, work out the best way to

communicate it. Find out what your manager is passionate about – it might be sport, it

might be art – and how they approach things (maybe they’re forthright, or prefer a softer

approach). Use their cues to explain your thinking.

Forget about being liked. This is work, not a popularity contest.



Play the numbers game. If you hear a no the first time you ask for something don’t give up.

Keep asking and always use evidence and data to make the best case you can.

About NABS:

At NABS, we’re passionate about creating a single advertising and media community; one

which is centred around mutual support at all levels and at every stage on the journey of

your career.

Our purpose is to ensure that talent thrives and survives within the advertising world, by

offering expert, impartial and friendly help, advice and career guidance.

We provide the industry with comprehensive career coaching, networking opportunities,

grants and workshops on things like parenting and resilience, an Advice Line which exists to

offer support and a friendly, expert ear and events which bring all sides of our community

together.

NABS is funded entirely by voluntary donations from the media and advertising industry it

supports.
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